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I rhe Sanskrit, denotes happiness and joy in a musical"experience as

I simple as where 
-everything 

happens on a successful note. It is beingr marked as one ofthe best new hotels in chennai, the most happenin!
place for business and leisure. 'whilst primarily a business hotel, Turya, bh.rrJ
marks to be different in the bustlin g ciry, where so many hotel are cropping with
full of colors and lift trying to offer something new. Tire classic hotei "-Li.rr..had marked its foot on authentication of the Indian touch which hits rhe way
new, where most hotels fail belng in India.

A hotel that tlefines new tlirnension of luxury
Tury_aa chennai, a place where even the enrrance door givei a warmth feel and
the design by itselftells y-ou, to drop out the busy schedule day outside and just
enter into a place of satisfaction. It almost gives a feel of the avarar movie, *1i.."
you would feel like entering to a new world, the door closes like a marquee and
it's a total shut down to the outer noisy pollutant ciry. Entering on to the lobby
where the total hotel is given with pink and purplish shades oT lighr, which by
itself soothes you with an inner smile. The blaik Lvishing piano af the c"nt.e of
the hotel plays automatically-wirh songs of early zo's anJgQ]r; bringing the feel
as a complete place to comforr. A long stand kalpagaviriksha ,...1, ih. plr..
near. dining has a theme behind as when you .o-. fo. a meal anytime between
breakfasts to dinner, rhe wish you consider there happens. As mostly discerning,
tech sawy, business clientele & Leisure travelers come fo. a happy meal, rhi
{w1rs feel that things happen when they sit for a meal and most people just visit
for this reason. Being a 20 minutes travel from the chennai al.po.t, ..j r., ."ry
access to the tourist locations, Turyaa stands lirst in the choice of the travelers.
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II}at rnakes Ttrryaa "TIle f.lneorr_ rnonP"
Dr. Saravanan Lakshmanan Founder- ARC International
Feniliry Centre, says that Turyaa stands as an afrer care

home for most of his Inferriliry parients. He quotes that
the love and the warmth feel is atmost important for a

patient's recovery, and here at Turyaa it's just like the
mothers touch, they make sure each patient is a special
guest to them, and not even a small faw to be found when
it comes to the medical tourism. The patients are defined
as a pearl as Turyaa forms as a shell-like roofl deep and
safe. Love begins by taking care of the closest ones - rhe
ones at home and this home feel is spread in the air ar

Turyaa, which stands as the uniqueness in their service.

l'ootl er unirersal e{)erience
There is no sincere love then the love for food- George
Bernard Shaw. If all that you've got be the human in you
then you should have dined well. The very factor afrer the
ambience would be the food that comes into the picture.
As Turyaa being opted on a long stay category, the cuisine
should satis$, the oversea people after a treatment or to a

tourist who long to have their food with an Indian touch.
'Without any hesitation dine at Turyaa and all that you
could just speak is a hearry satisfaction sigh of a complete
Meal. The culinary experience has no difference for a

traveler or a local.
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Samasa
'Who would never say no for a roof top restaurant
with a sea view and glittering lights surrounded with
the mild breeze that hits you would pull the actual
smile to be worn on your lips. You are welcomed
by the aroma of the fusion food and the greenery
with an exotic ambience.'What more to expect on an
evening to relax and if you are on an idea to surprise
your spouse with a romantic dinner date; all that you
have to do is to book a table right now. Food served
over here are completely a fusion combo right from
continental to Indian touch and a special treat for all
the pizzaterians; wafHe pizza is just a relishing treat.

Svar
Best food is medicine; best music is joy forever. If
the dining is all about a joyful medicine then all you
got to do is say goodbye to the electronic gadgets
and shut down all your business tension and go for a

authentic cuisine to be served at svar. The ambience
with lattice patterned d6cor in bright red, chic black
with white along with the music played over here
brings the royal luxury and that is the reason the
restaurant is named to be svar otherwise svaram. If all
that you want is to enjoy the taste of Asia and srilanka
then pull a chair and pick a plate; the food is all yours.
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Dao
Notjust try but eat. The food
that brings back the hunger again

about an hour later then the food
would be Chinese. For all the
shangai lovers at Chennai, dao
stands as the destination. For the
Chinese love of dim sum, momos,
soup ofhot and cold, sushi and
sashmi on a red and chic black
ambience then you are stomach
is getting ready to be treated well
at Dao.

Make yrrurself at home
The most important factor that
comes into the picture is the suite at
the hotels; it is where the standard
and the service are mostly looked
upon. Turyaa being a unique in
almost all factors makes sure that
their three different suites stands a

way top from other places. Right
from the Rajasthani theme at their
rooms, the wall hangings and
the color themes with little south

Indian touch are so mesmerizing where you almost Gel that it is completely
home with a luxury standard.

The general deluxe rooms are decorated with a modern touch being
elegantly dressed in vibrant oranges, ochre and brown. The room is

vivaciously big with their own mini workstation and media hub. Following
with the junior suites on a luxury end in elegantly adorned with warm
ochre, purple and gold provides a seating area with a TV and a media hub
for seamless entertainmenr.

Elevating the experience of a business travel, the premier suite gets you
connected wirh the convenience of a media hub and an ergonomic work-
pad. It is a complete package with its own signature touch of comfort with

an extra dining table and seating area with a home theater system and an
attached powder room. The ambience is completely bedecked in traditional
Indian hues and accessories, which is reflected in the classical paintings in
the room, and the inmicately embroidered furnirure.

The suite that allures you to lose yourself in the luxurious pampering
would be Sundara Suite which captures rhe real essence of India. These
suites come with an additional powder room, en suite living area, dining
room, and the convenience of a media hub, home theater sysrem and an

ergonomic work-pad.
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NIista
A cup of coffee shared with a friend
is happiness and time well spent. A
sawry cofGe shop that combines all

C's (cookies, cappuccino, coffee and

cakes) to be served at a cube-like
cushioned lounge chair is place where
good day actually starts. No maffer
what a mess it was before a coffee

here, but after a coffee cookie time it's
never the same.

T\vist
Twist is a high energy bar. The
signature cocktails, unparalleled

ambiance and the sensual music make

it a perfect place to chill out. The
entire setup refects the cosmopolitan
character of the city with high energy
entertainment.

Erperience the seeret of
relaxation
Be fit on a leisure visit with the gym
faciliry at Turyaa. A special trainer is

available to make your calories burnt
properly. A complete relaxadon for
you're worked out muscles is the spa

facilities at Turyaa. All that you got to
do is relax, renew and revitalize. To

experience a soothing slice of paradise
just step your foot at the infiniry pool
to just foat in and out. Surprises

happen everywhere and if you got to
surprise with a bouquet or got to pick
essential item, would Turyaa people

make it easy for you.

State ofthe art events
Being a business class hotel, the

business travelers alwavs wants their
office everywhe.e. Totfacilitate this
Turyaa Chennai provides a versatile

meedng and event spaces which can

accommodate up to 500 guests with
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audiovisual equ_ipment, high-speed
wireless internei and for a bigger
event Turyaa ofFers to choose a rich
d6cor that exemplifies pure luxury,
LJtsava I & II over 4400 sq. ft. of
lavishly decorated versadle banquet
hall space.

Hospitalif the love in action at
Ttrryaa
Turyaa being amidst at IT field,
also stands in the hean of most top
hospitals at Chennai says Arunraj
General Manager, Turyaa Chennai.
Being surrounded by Chettinad,

ARC, Apollo and Global Hospitals,
the hotel has taken steps to mark their
footsteps in medical tourism also. The
migration towards Chennai is mostly
from middle Asia, Africa and emirates
multilingual stafFs are all time available
to guide on the same. The Hotel
extend their hands right from the pick
up from rhe airporr, stay, arranging
tour facilities, even sometimes with
a special attendee throughout their
stay (even during the treatment at

the hospital), till their drop at the
airport. Starting from the diet menu,
bed sryle, their habits, their likings

and even having fun chat with the

patient guests are also taken into deep

consideration. Turyaa would never let
anyone feel that they are away from
their hometown, which makes a lot
of ambassadors when leaving to their
home town.

A
Ttrrl'aa Ho*el, OMR, Chennai
144/7. Rajiv Gandhi Salai.

Old Mahabalipuram Road, Kottivak-
kam, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 6000,11

Phone: 044 6697 0000
'Web: www.turyaahotels. com/chennai
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